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2017 Standard Setting Samples

3-D Design	Sustained Investigation (Concentration)		Score 3



		Image

		Dimensions

		Media



		1

		2 x 5 x 6

		stoneware clay



		2

		3 x 5 x 5

		stoneware clay



		3

		3 x 5 x 3

		stoneware clay



		4

		6 x 5 x 5

		stoneware clay



		5

		5 x 4 x 4

		stoneware clay



		6

		5 x 4 x 4

		stoneware clay



		7

		5 x 5 x 4

		stoneware clay



		8

		3 x 8 x 9

		stoneware clay



		9

		3 x 8 x 9

		stoneware clay



		10

		7 x 5 x 8

		stoneware clay



		11

		5 x 8 x 5

		stoneware clay



		12

		5 x 8 x 5

		stoneware clay







Sustained Investigation (Concentration) Statement

1. The central idea of my concentration was to explore wheel thrown pottery. Throughout my concentration, I created several different forms of functional pottery. 



2. The work in my concentration demonstrated the exploration of my idea by using a wide range of forms.  Throughout my concentration, growth was shown by the surfaces applied to my pieces. My work also started off smaller and less complicated and gradually got more complex. Over the process of creating work for my concentration, I developed larger wheel-thrown vessels and a variety of functional pottery. 



Rationale for Score

· Exploring wheel-thrown pottery is the stated idea of this investigation. This is more of an approach than an idea or theme, and that limitation is seen within the works presented. The statement describes growth in terms of surface treatments, but this is difficult to see in the images provided. Including effective detail images may have demonstrated a clearer evidence of growth.  



· The body of work demonstrates moderate understanding and superficial application of 3-D Design principles. Well-photographed pieces display interior and exterior space; however, the bowls, cups, and cylindrical forms do not exhibit much variation in shape, size, or proportion. The work is repetitious. The use of colored glaze on some forms does add a bit of variety and contrast.



· Image 4 shows some of the most successful forms. The bowls appear to be nested, drawing attention to scalloped edges. These forms show experimentation and more engagement with 3-D space than is seen in other pieces from this body of work. Further exploration of options and possibilities for creating functional vessels could lead to the production of additional imaginative pieces.



· The work is uneven. Construction and attachment of handles (images 2, 11, and 12, especially) conveys emerging technical competence. Some knowledgeable use of media and technique, such as wheel throwing and glazing, is shown. The simple cylindrical vessels are low and thick-walled with undefined feet, suggesting limited proficiency in the development of form.  
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